3 months Visiting Researcher Program: South-South

Call for Applications
Duration: 3 months

Deadline for Application: 30. September 2021

The Global Partnership Network (GPN) is an interdisciplinary and international network of excellence with the head office located at the University of Kassel (Germany) and partner universities in Africa, Asia and the Caribbean. It co-operates closely with various partner NGOs in the respective countries. The GPN is funded by the programme “Exceed – Higher Education Excellence in Development Cooperation” launched by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) through the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD).

The GPN is inviting interested scholars from the GPN network to apply for a 3 months research visit to a GPN University in the Global South.

The visit must start no later than 1st of November 2021.

Eligible for applying is any member of a GPN Partner University in the Global South (Professors, Post-Docs, Lecturers, PhDs).

The visiting researcher programme is designed to stimulate collaboration within the GPN network and lead to joint engagement in GPN activities. The visiting researchers are expected to

- Engage in joint research in one of the three GPN research clusters (publications, projects)
- produce a publication (a white paper or another open access format) on a topic relevant to the GPN and an accompanying eLearning module, eg. a 30-45 minutes video
- Engage in the development of MA modules on GPN topics

The funding for the 3 months research visit includes:

- Travel costs
- Monthly allowance (2000€ for Professors and Post-doctoral researchers, 1525€ for Lecturers and PhDs)
- Travel health insurance (reimbursement up to a maximum of 145€)

Application requirements:

- Filled in application sheet
- CV
- 2 page proposal for planned activity during the research visit
- Confirmation by hosting GPN partner

If you have any questions about the Short-term Lecturer Program or the application process, please feel free to contact Simone Buckel, the executive manager (buckel.gpn@uni-kassel.de).

Please send your application to: gpn@uni-kassel.de
We look forward to receiving your application!